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Overview of this talk
❏ I will present new results on GRMHD simulations of equal 

mass binary neutron star mergers with nuclear equations 
of state and neutrino transport.

❏ I will show self-consistent predictions for the thermal 
emission (kilonova) produced by the fast dynamical ejecta 
V ~ 0.6c.

❏ I will show that a magnetic-neutrino driven jet emerges 
from the neutron star remnant and powers a fast outflow 
as well.



Fireworks from GW170817

(Ascenzi+21)



Phases of the merger and types of ejecta

(Radice+20)



Modeling multi-physics non-linear 
phenomena requires numerical 
simulations.

Many open questions:

What produced the blue kilonova in GW170817?

What is the interplay of magnetic fields and 
neutrinos after merger? What mass ejection 
mechanisms we have?

What signatures do we expect very early on the 
merger?



In this work :
(Combi & Siegel 2022):

❏ We perform GRMHD simulations of 
equal-mass binary neutron stars using 3 
realistic nuclear equations of state (SFHo, 
APR4, LS220).

❏ We include approximate neutrino 
transport  and magnetic fields.

❏ We focus on:
❏ Dynamical ejecta mechanism and 

EM signatures
❏ Post-merger phase in the case of a 

long-lived remnant.

Based on these results, we build two 
semi-analytical models to calculate 
electromagnetic emission 
(thermal and non-thermal)



Simulation setup and initial data

➢ The code we use: modified version of the public GRMHD code GRHydro, 
which is part of the Einstein Toolkit infrastructure.

➢ How we model neutrinos: Leakage-based approach and 0 - moment 
scheme for neutrino transport. Tabulated EOS from stellarcollapse.org. 

➢ Thermodynamics: We use tabulated equations of state from nuclear models

Initial data: 
● Quasi-circular, equal-mass binary at 

a separation of 40 km. 

● Total mass = 2.713 solar mass

● Cold, beta-equilibrated stars. 

● Interior magnetic fields 1e15 Gauss



Characterizing the dynamical ejecta (first 10 ms after merger)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kjp0Tk4i2wXFfMcfg7icr6OErPkrbCkn/preview


Electron fraction in the dynamical phase

If EOS is soft, then shock breakthrough reprocesses tidal 
ejected material to higher Ye on a preferential direction.

Tidal 

Shock-heated



We follow the fast ejecta in the simulation and we 
post-process that into a nuclear reaction network.

We calculate the amount of free neutrons we get from the 
simulation.

Fast ejecta -> avoids r-process -> free neutrons!
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New semi-analytical KN model with simulation input

❏ Free neutron heating  and 
relativistic effects  =  enhance the 
total luminosity by ~ 1.8 orders of 
magnitude in the first few hours of 
the merger.

❏ Enhanced emission in UV/B at early 
time. For GW170817: not enough 
mass to explain blue KN; If EOS ~ 
soft, considerable emission at ~ 1 hr.



After merger an accretion disk is form around the remnant 

Angular momentum transport dominated by spiral waves. When magnetic field grows enough, 
MRI turbulence becomes important too.

High Ye:
Neutrino-heated 
outflow

Low Ye:
Self-regulation is 
triggered in the 
disk. Turbulent 
state.

Spiral patternAngular momentum density



Toroidal field creates a magnetic tower powering a jet

Fast collimated  outflows ~ 0.5c. 
Magnetic field lines



Contributions

➢ New GRMHD simulations of BNS with neutrino transport and magnetic 
fields.

➢ We estimate a total of 1e-5 solar mass in free neutrons from self-consistent 
calculations.

➢ New KN model with  free neutrons, r process heating, and relativistic effects. 
We got enhanced early emission due to neutron heating. 

➢ In preliminary work on post-merger phase: a magnetic tower forms in the 
neutron star remnant powering fast, proton rich outflows. Interesting 
consequences for heavy element abundances.

More exciting predictions and models soon!


